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Some call it suicide  
I call it murder  

Cause if you didn't take their dignity  
They wouldn't go any further  

 
That isn't rope burns around their neck  

It your hand prints from you choking out what life they had left, that's not a self inflicted 
bullet hole, it's a murdered soul shot from the barrel of the invisible guns that bullies 

pulled the trigger from  
 

Bullycide is just a sugar-coated name to hide the names of the murderers cuz without 
no evidence  

The deceased caries all the blame  
 

He took his own life, she took her own life, we send them flowers and put them in the 
ground and forget about em until the next time, or the next one comes to strolling into 

town  
 

What are we waiting for, why do we let this happen, why do we sit by and pretend like 
nothing ever happened, and let the bullies do all the slapping, making fun of, spit on, 

laughing and doing all the clapping!  
 

What's wrong with us why are we not snapping, Put our fist up to defend what is 
happening, so the next time there won't be no laughing, and the next time they clap 

their wrists will be in shackles  
 

This world is full of hypocrisy and that's not just my philosophy it's the condescending 
smile that was knocked off of me, cause we act so surprised likes it's new or the first 

time that this has ever happened  
 

When in fact bullying has been around since the beginning of time and not just in 
schools or the playground it's in all walks of life, bullied by a husband, bullied by a wife, 

an abusive parent, or a boyfriend with a knife  
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It's the politicians making all the decisions, they get to play god as their scalpel makes 

the incisions, into the victims unconscious on the table, they have no choice in the 
matter cuz they're unwilling or unable, though they claim we're all stable but I call it 

parable  
 

We are nothing more than cynical, the rights belong to criminals, the power held by 
individuals, as we are the residuals standing in a line waiting to pay our taxes and 

they're taking every dime, we're left without a life line, cardiac arrest and flat-lined he 
lost his mind  

 
 

At the end of the day, a game of golf the bankers play. The wager is our houses, their 
caddies are our spouses, the interest of our loans were paid ten-fold, but they claim 

they're all broke as the government keep them afloat we all watch from our sinking boat 
with a slit across our throat carved from the pens that signed all our notes  

  
  

Some call it suicide  
I call it murder  

Cause if you didn't take their dignity  
They wouldn't go any further  
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